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Abstract

The purpose of our work is to explore contagious financial crises. To this end, we use simplified, thus
numerically solvable, versions of our general model [C.A.E. Goodhart, P. Sunirand, D.P. Tsomocos, A
Model to Analyse Financial Fragility, Oxford Financial Research Centre Working Paper No. 2003fe13,
2003]. The model incorporates heterogeneous agents, banks and endogenous default, thus allowing
various feedback and contagion channels to operate in equilibrium. Such a model leads to different
results from those obtained when using a standard representative agent model. For example, there may
be a trade-off between efficiency and financial stability, not only for regulatory policies, but also for
monetary policy. Moreover, agents who have more investment opportunities can deal with negative
shocks more effectively by transferring ‘negative externalities’ onto others.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of our work is to explore contagious financial crises. To this end we need a
model of heterogeneous banks with differing portfolios; if all banks were identical, or there
was only one bank, there would be no interbank market and no contagion by definition.
We also require a set-up in which default exists, and can be modelled. Otherwise there
would be no crises. Similarly financial markets cannot be complete, since, if they were,
all eventualities could be hedged. Finally, since we are concerned with financial crises,
there must be an inherent role for money, banks and interest rates. We have constructed
a rational expectations, forward-looking dynamic general equilibrium model along these
lines inGoodhart et al. (2003).

Default is modelled as inShubik and Wilson (1977)andDubey et al. (2000). By varying
the penalties imposed on default from 0 to infinity, we can model 100% default (0 penalty),
no default (infinite penalty) or an equilibrium default level between 0 and 100%. The main
financial imperfection is that we assume that individual bank borrowers are assigned during
the two periods of our model, by history or by informational constraints, to borrow from
a single bank.1 Money is introduced by a cash in advance constraint, whereby a private
agent needs money to buy commodities from other agents; commodities cannot be used
to buy commodities. Similarly we assume that agents needing money can always borrow
cheaper from their (assigned) bank than from other agents; banks have an informational
(and perhaps scale) advantage that gives them a role as an intermediary.

In our general model (Goodhart et al., 2003) there are a set of heterogeneous private
sector agents with initial endowments of both money and commodities; it is an endowment
model without production. There is also a set of heterogeneous banks, who similarly have
differing initial allocations of capital (in the form of government bonds)2. There are two
other players, a Central Bank which can inject extra money into the system, e.g. by buying
an asset or lending, and a Financial Supervisory Agency, which can set both liquidity and
capital minimum requirements and imposes penalties on failures to meet such requirements
and on defaults. We do not seek to model the actions of these official players. They are
strategic dummies.

The game lasts two periods. Period one involves trading in bank loans, bank deposits (in-
cluding interbank deposits), a potential variety of other financial assets, e.g. an Arrow-type
security or bank equity, and commodities. Such trading is done in anticipation that na-
ture will randomly select a particular state,s ∈ S = {i, ii , . . . , S}. In period 2, de-
pendent on the state actually selected, there is further trading in commodities; all loans,
including interbank loans, are repaid, subject to any defaults, which are then penalised,
and the banks are in effect wound-up. The timeline of this model is shown in
Fig. 1.

In Goodhart et al. (2003)we demonstrate that such a model has an equilibrium and can be
solved. We show that financial fragility emerges naturally as an equilibrium phenomenon.

1 Restricted participation can also arise as an outcome of banks aiming to outperform each other by introducing
a relative performance criterion into their objective functions. For more on this, seeBhattacharya et al. (2003).

2 Commercial banks are modelled as inShubik and Tsomocos (1992). The modelling of banks is akin toTobin
(1963, 1982).
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